
1. Place the metal  
handled bucket 
with holes  
(washing bucket) 
into the bucket 
without holes 
(capture bucket).

2. Fill the washing 
bucket about 
halfway with 
your dirty  
clothing or  
materials.

3. Add soap to the 
washing bucket 
(recommended 
⅛ cup of liquid 
detergent,  
preferably  
biodegradable).

4. Add water to 
the washing 
bucket until the 
water is about 
three inches 
above the  
clothing/  
material.

5. Place the plunger 
into the washing 
bucket with the 
water, soap and 
clothing/ 
material.
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6. Place the lid 
over the  
bucket, sliding 
the plunger 
handle through 
the metal hole 
in the lid.

fill water to
about here

clothing



Place the washing 
bucket back into the 
capture bucket and fill 
with water again until 
it is about three inches 
above the 
clothing/ 
materials.

7. Close the lid tight-
ly and vigorously 
plunge the cloth-
ing/materials with 
the water and soap 
for 5 to 10 min-
utes, or until you 
feel the clothing/
materials are clean.

8. Once clothing is clean, 
remove the lid and 
plunger from the buck-
et and gently lift up the 
washing bucket with 
the clothing/materials 
inside, letting the water 
drain into the capture 
bucket while lightly 
shaking and *turning 
the washing bucket to 
drain excess water.

9. Discard the  
washing water that 
is in the capture 
bucket.

Vigorously plunge 
the clothing/ 
materials until 
they have been 
thoroughly rinsed, 
then repeat step 8.

For a video tutorial on how to use the Hand-Operated Washing Bucket, visit: 
www.branchingtogether.com/store/p61/Hand-Operated_Washing_Bucket.html

[scroll to the bottom of the page]

*For your own safety, do not excessively twist the washing bucket. We recommend using two hands to drain the 
washing bucket and gently shake out excess water in order to prevent injury to your wrists and arms.

11.  12.  Ring out excess  
water from the  
clothing/materials 
over the capture buck-
et and hang clothing/ 
materials up to dry.  
Repeat this step until 
all clothing/materials 
are hung up. Repeat 
step 9.

10.  

fill water to
about here

clothing


